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Seafood Everyday is a full colour recipe and food photography 
book, self-published by Eloise Emmett in 2016. The book 
was a resounding success, winning international and national 
awards including Best Seafood and Fish Book in Australia in the 
Gourmand World Cookbook Awards.

Eloise wrote Seafood Everyday, as most people are not eating the 
recommend 2-3 serves of seafood each week. She feels that this 
is due to misinformation that seafood is expensive and hard to 
cook and her book debunks this belief.  

Eloise regularly hears brilliant feedback on the book such as....

“best beer batter ever” 
“best seafood laksa ever” 
“best chowder ever” 

Would you like to be part of an award 
winning Tasmanian Seafood cookbook?

The first print run has sold out and Eloise is now looking at 
producing the Second Edition of Seafood Everyday in 2020. 
She is seeking expressions of interest in Tasmanian seafood 
businesses who would like to collaborate in the production of the 
reprint. This is a great opportunity to align your brand with this 
award winning cookbook, and also have an amazing product to 
sell for a return on your investment.

For more information please contact  
Eloise Emmett on 0416 220 505 or  
email info@eloiseemmett.com



point and I look forward to many robust 
discussions and positive outcomes around 
the TSIC Board table. 

On the 25 November, the TSIC CE, TSIC 
Project Manager and I attended the second 
Centrostephanus workshop. The forum 
provided an opportunity for the seafood 
industry, government and researchers to 
be updated on some of the research and 
strategies being explored to control the East 
Coast urchin problem. It is not surprising 
that each key stakeholder and seafood sector 
had differing views on how we should tackle 
Centro. Regardless, I hope most participants 
went away with the realisation that we need 
a strategic and co-ordinate response to the 
problem.

David Westcott from CSIRO has been 
engaged by DPIPWE to develop a 
coordinated response to the Centro problem. 
In his presentation, David talked about the 
Integrated Pest Management response he 
developed to tackle the Crown of Thorns 
seastar pest on the Great Barrier Reef. 

The recent TSIC Board meeting on the 
21 November saw a new evolution in the 
relationship between the Tasmanian 
seafood sector Associations and the  
TSIC Board. 

This was the first meeting where the sector 
Association CEOs and Presidents sat as 
observers in a TSIC Board meeting. This 
new ‘observer’ status allows the sector 
groups and TSIC Board to collaboratively 
discuss industry issues and priorities, and 
to jointly set TSIC strategic direction and 
policy, all within the binding process of a 
TSIC Board meeting. This inclusiveness of 
the sector groups in the TSIC Board process 
is an important step for the Tasmanian 
seafood industry, and is the culmination of 
a range of previous ‘sector group meeting’ 
progressions, as described below. 

The first formal TSIC sector group meeting 
was held in June 2008, with one meeting 
a year occurring in 2010, 2011 and 2013. 
Regular sector group meetings commenced 
in 2015. Regularity bought with it improved 
attendance and engagement. The importance 
of the Tasmanian seafood sector groups to 
the TSIC Board was recognised with the 
establishment of the TSIC Policy Council 
(known as a Sector Group Meeting) in 
November 2016. The TSIC Policy Council 
was established for the purpose of providing 
a mechanism for Tasmanian seafood ‘sector 
associations’ to provide the TSIC Board with 
formal advice with respect to development of 
TSIC policy and strategic direction. In April 
2019, the TSIC Board trialed the concept of 
the TSIC Board attending the Policy Council 
meeting. The success of this joint meeting 
ultimately led to the inclusion of the Policy 
Council member’s as ‘observers’ on the  
TSIC Board. 

I am proud that the TSIC Board and sector 
associations have matured to reach this 

FROM THE 
PRESIDENT

He worked through some of the key 
processes he followed to develop an 
effective, coordinated, strategic response  
to Crown of Thorns. 

I look forward to the holistic approach that 
David will develop for the Centro problem, 
and even more so, I look forward to the 
delivery of a coordinated response to tackle 
the Centro issue. 

In October, TSIC delivered yet another 
highly successful Working on Water (WoW) 
programs in the South and North of the 
State. It was great to see a contingent of six 
students from Mountain Heights School in 
Queenstown attend the Northern program, 
their presence made possible through the 
generous sponsorship of Tassal. 

The importance of the TSIC project staff in 
organising events such as WoW cannot go 
unrecognised. TSIC is very lucky to have 
two exceptionally talented project staff on 
the team, Emma and Grace. We are fortunate 
that in August this year Emma signed a new 
three year contract as TSIC Project Manager, 
and in late November, Grace agreed to join 
the TSIC team full time, again on a three 
year contract. This is an excellent outcome 
for TSIC, and I look forward to seeing what 
this enthusiastic team can achieve during 
this time. 

Lindsay with the Mountain Heights students, and teacher Leigh Styles, who attended WoW
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The program provides Year 9 and 10 students with the opportunity 
to experience and learn about the possible training and career 
pathways available in Tasmania’s seafood and marine industries. 

Students tour a variety of workplaces and hear from people working 
in a range of positions about what their work involves, and their own 
pathway into the industry. 

The experience highlights how much the seafood industry has to offer 
its workforce: great lifestyle, something different and varied, and real, 
hands-on work. It also shows how gaining the skills and qualifications 
necessary to work on the water gives students access to an array of jobs 
on the water, as these skills and qualifications are easily transferable. 

This year, TSIC hosted programs in the south and north of the state. 
The southern, Hobart-based program ran for three days from 21-23 
October with 33 students, and the northern, Launceston-based program 
ran for two days, on 28-29 October, with 22 students. 

WORKING 
ON WATER
TSIC’s Working on Water (WoW) school program 
is now in its 11th year. 

WoW South students after touring Police Vessel Van Diemen

Feeding fish at the UTAS aquarium
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Students were from schools across the state, and there was strong 
attendance from regional students including six from Mountain 
Heights School in Queenstown and two from King Island District 
High School. 

WoW students learned about careers in marine consulting, 
engineering, research, resource management, processing, police,  
in hatcheries, on the water, and more, as well as relevant practical 
and academic qualifications they can pursue. 

Southern WoW students toured IMAS Taroona, CSIRO, Police 
Vessel Van Diemen, rock lobster fishing vessel Triton, Huon 
Aquaculture’s Forest Home hatchery, Tassal’s Sheppard lease, 
and the Ralph’s Tasmanian Seafood PauaCo processing facility. 
Students were also treated to lunch at Mures on the second day  
of the program. 

Northern WoW students toured the Australian Maritime College, 
UTAS aquarium, Petuna’s Cressy hatchery and Rowella lease, 
Huon Aquaculture’s Parramatta Creek processing centre, and the 
Commercial Dive Academy. 

Working on Water graduates are our industry’s future leaders; 
many of the program’s 450+ alumni now work in the industry. 
Students apply to attend the program, and must demonstrate 
passion for the field to be selected. That passion was clear, with 
several students in both programs taking initiative in approaching 
presenters to ask about work experience and job opportunities. 

The program is organised by TSIC, and fully funded by industry 
sponsorship. Without the generous contributions of funding, 
presentations, and tours from industry, the program would not run. 
The program is an investment in Tasmanian students and in  
our industry. 

Thank you to our sponsors Seafood & Maritime Training, IMAS, 
Huon Aquaculture, Petuna, and Tassal for their generous donations 
of funds and time. Thank you also to the following contributors 
who gave to the WoW program in the form of presentations and 
tours: Marine Solutions, DPIPWE, Oysters Tasmania, Mures, 
CSIRO, RTS PauaCo, Australian Maritime College, University of 
Tasmania, University College, Commercial Dive Academy, Otlet, 
and Tasmania Police. TSIC members Chris Parker, Bryan Denny, 
and David Kiely also generously gave their time to give students 
insight into wild catch careers, and great advice on finding ‘your’ 
place in the industry. 

Touring Huon Aquaculture’s Forest Home hatchery

SMT gives students a life raft inflation demonstration

Checking out the fish at Petuna’s Cressy hatchery

Walking on the collar of a pen at Tassal’s Sheppard leaseLearning about plankton and Argo floats at IMAS
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TSIC will continue to lobby the State and 
Federal governments for this change.

OFFSHORE SMS OPPORTUNITY
It is important to reiterate with members 
the importance of having a compliant and 
operational Safety Management System 
(SMS). 

TSIC, in partnership with 26TEN, has 
developed an SMS template in plain English, 
which is available on the TSIC website. 

If you are part of the rock lobster sector, the 
CleanGreen program has an SMS component 
which has been endorsed by AMSA as 
compliant with SMS needs. Furthermore, 
Southern Rock Lobster is also digitising the 
SMS component of this program. 

If you are interested, TSIC is also offering 
to coordinate Offshore SMS workshops, and 
free one-year subscription to this online SMS 
platform. To find out more about Offshore 
SMS visit www.offshoresms.com.au or, to 
inquire into the Offshore SMS subscription or 
organise a regional Offshore SMS workshop, 
call the TSIC office on 03 6224 2332. 

SEAFOOD DIRECTIONS 2019
Congratulations to Seafood Industry 
Victoria for a successful Seafood 
Directions Conference in Melbourne during 
October.

The event provided an opportunity to learn 
more about some of the latest seafood 
topics and issues, and more importantly, an 
opportunity to engage with seafood leaders 
from all around Australia. 

A part of the Seafood Directions Conference 
was the announcement of the Australian 
Seafood Awards. Although Tasmania  
was exceptionally well represented as top 

AMSA
I continue to be inundated with TSIC 
member concerns with AMSA’s capacity 
and capability of delivering the National 
maritime safety system. 

It is evident that the AMSA philosophy that 
one size will fit all is simply not working for 
Tasmanian seafood operators, especially 
in our wild catch fishery space. The current 
situation sees us with a national regulator 
(AMSA) completely disengaged with the 
knowledge and reality of operations within 
the Tasmanian seafood industry; which in 
turn has resulted in a seafood industry which 
is, in large, completely disengaged with 
AMSA and the AMSA delivery model.  
We have a system with increased costs, 
increased complexity and no improvement to 
safety outcomes, and a seafood industry that 
is frustrated, disenchanted and sometimes 
angry with the AMSA system. There is an 
urgent need for things to change. 

Although AMSA has attempted to improve 
and, in some cases, simplify their system-the 
most recent changes being with their online 
forms-there is still a long, long way to go. In 
many people’s eyes, the distance to AMSA 
success is an ocean too far for them to travel. 
And AMSA’s willingness to implement 
change is confounded by some sectors of  
the domestic commercial vessel fleet 
calling for an end to “expensive, one-on-one 
shopfront delivery models” and a full reliance 
on online portals.

If it is any comfort, TSIC and the seafood 
sector associations know that full reliance 
on an online portal is not compatible with 
the Tasmanian seafood industry. This was 
reinforced at the recent TSIC Board meeting, 
where the sector associations reaffirmed their 
support for a return to a state-based delivery 
model. 

FROM THE CHIEF 
EXECUTIVE

three finalists in the majority of award 
categories, we only managed to take home 
one award win.

A huge congratulations to Australian 
Seafood Industries for winning the Research, 
Development and Extension Award for 
their outstanding Pacific Oyster Mortality 
Syndrome selective breeding program. 

Another highlight of the awards event was the 
induction of well-known rock lobster fishing 
identity, Dawn Jordon, into the Hall of Fame. 
Congratulations Dawn. 

STAY AFLOAT
The Tasmanian seafood industry Stay 
Afloat initiative is continuing to progress 
after a slight delay to allow the transition 
from outgoing RAW CEO Liz Little to new 
CEO Barb Walters. 

TSIC and RAW have realigned the 
deliverables of the project, and we hope to see 
some meaningful outputs and outcomes into 
regional communities over the following few 
months. 

In unison, TSIC and other sector associations 
continue to promote the Stay Afloat initiative, 
especially the promotion of the 1300 
HELPMATE (1300 4357 6283) 24/7 support 
line. Not only will this number connect to 
a real person on the other end of the line, if 
there is a need, a real person will also make 
one-on-one contact. This is a great service 
that really makes a difference. 

While on the topic of Stay Afloat, I would 
like to acknowledge an addition to the 
Seafood Industry News magazine, an 
acknowledgement of the Official Sponsors  
of the Stay Afloat initiative at the bottom of 
this page. These Official Sponsors have made 
a significant financial contribution to the  
Stay Afloat initiative, so recognition is more 
than justified. 

#stayafloat #drownthestigma

Matt Cunningham accepts the 2019 National 
Seafood Industry Award for Research, 
Development & Extension

THE STAY AFLOAT SEAFOOD 
INDUSTRY MENTAL HEALTH AND 
WELLBEING INITITIATIVE IS 
PROUDLY SUPPORTED BY OUR 
OFFICIAL SPONSORS

STAY

A F LO AT

Seafood Industry

1300helpmate
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JETTY TALK BUSINESS HEALTH CHECK
Rural Business Tasmania Inc. is a not-for-profit association that primarily 
offers financial counselling and business support expertise to rural and 
regional communities. Its key objective is to help rural families, business, and the 
community manage the ever-evolving demands and challenges facing the primary 
industry sector. Complete this business health checklist to see if you might benefit 
from a free and confidential financial review: www.ruralbusinesstasmania.org.au/
Portals/0/Business%20Health%20Check.pdf 

For more information, head to ruralbusinesstasmania.org.au 

SEAWEED SCIENTISTS REPLANTING GIANT KELP FORESTS 
TOLERANT OF WARMER WATERS
IMAS researchers are identifying kelp individuals and populations that 
will tolerate warmer seas and cultivating them in the lab. Kelp spores will 
be transplanted in waters off southern Tasmania this summer in a trial to test 
methods. In Tasmania, 95% of giant kelp has been wiped out due to warmer 
temperatures, and it’s hoped these new plantings will help restore endangered 
marine forests.

www.abc.net.au/news/rural/2019-11-11/seaweed-scientists-replanting-giant-
kelp-forests/11680194 

AUSTRALIAN SEAFOOD COMPANIES MAKE A SPLASH 
IN SILICON VALLEY
Seven Australian seafood companies battled their way past fierce global 
competition for the opportunity to pitch to investors at a competitive Silicon 
Valley pitch session – the Fish 2.0 Global Innovators Forum – which took  
place in early November. The Australians pitched solutions to reduce waste in  
the sector, aquaculture techniques that accelerate carbon sequestration, and a 
digital platform that connects producers with chefs. 

www.miragenews.com/australian-seafood-companies-make-a-splash-in-
silicon-valley

AFTER BEING DREDGED TO NEARLY NOTHING LAST CENTURY, 
AUSTRALIA’S LOST SHELLFISH REEFS ARE ROARING BACK  
TO LIFE
There are 10 pilot sites in four Australian states rebuilding the enormous  
chain of reefs that once stretched along the coast from Noosa to Perth,  
which were all but wiped out by dredge harvesting last century. The Nature 
Conservancy has restored more than 100 reefs in the United States and are working 
towards doing the same in Australia on a similar scale. In just a few years, 8 million 
native angasi oyster hatchlings have been placed in the waters off Victoria, South 
Australia, Queensland and Western Australia, on the recycled mollusc shells 
collected from restaurants.

www.abc.net.au/news/2019-11-09/project-brings-near-dead-reefs-back-to-
life-across-australia/11681904

WHITE ABALONE TO BE RELEASED INTO SOUTHERN 
CALIFORNIA WATERS TO HELP PREVENT EXTINCTION 
For thousands of years, millions of tiny white abalone snails lived along  
the California coast. Recent surveys have indicated that the population has 
dropped by about 99% in Southern California since the 1970s, due to overfishing 
and a low reproduction rate. A breeding program spearheaded by marine 
organisations across the state, including the Aquarium of the Pacific in Long 
Beach, has given the white abalone a major boost towards survival. This November, 
some of the thousands of white abalone produced by the breeding program were 
released into the wild at a series of locations across Southern California. 

www.kpbs.org/news/2019/nov/08/hoping-prevent-extinction-white-abalone-
be-release

TRACINGS, GIANT KELP  
MACROCYSTIS PYRIFERA 
Exhibition by artist Amanda Walker and  
IMAS researcher Professor Catriona Hurd

1 November 2019 until 18 January 2020

Open 9am – 5pm weekdays

Institute for Marine and Antarctic Studies (IMAS) 
UTAS, 20 Castray Esplanade, Battery Point

Trace the history of Tasmania’s disappearing giant kelp 
forests and explore the scientific research that is being 
undertaken into this endangered ecosystem through 
‘Tracings’, an exhibition by artist Amanda Walker and 
IMAS researcher Professor Catriona Hurd.

The series of works responds directly to IMAS areas  
of research. These collaborations have enabled creative 
investigation and understanding of the significance and 
critical importance of marine habitat ecosystems, and 
the fragile balance in which these ecosystems exist. 

The exhibition aims to remind us that there are limits 
to our knowledge of marine ecology, and as habitat 
and species are lost forever, monitoring, measuring, 
preservation and protection are critical to the survival  
of our marine communities. 

Interpretative installation work ‘Giant kelp forest’ draws 
comparisons to our familiarity with land-dwelling forests 
and allows us to absorb the remarkable similarities 
to giant kelp forests, their ability to produce oxygen 
and the diverse communities they support, of marine 
flora and fauna, from forest floor, to understorey, to the 
canopy above. These captivating and fragile forests,  
now in dramatic decline, may in the future only be 
‘known’ as a moving image. 

The work ‘Centrostephanus rodgersii’ responds to 
the rapid and catastrophic effects of the predatory 
migration of the sea urchin and is a visual record of 
the progression of destruction, while ‘Corallines #1’ 
interprets a vulnerable landscape and the catastrophic 
effects of ocean warming and acidification between  
now and 2100. 
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STAY AFLOAT PHOTO 
COMPETITION
Congratulations to the Stay 
Afloat photo competition 
winner, Kurt McBain! 

Kurt has won a $100 voucher for 
his great shot of the Stay Afloat 
bumper sticker in action. 

The inspiration for this photo 
competition was the amazing 
photo that Samuel Murphy 
sent us in June. We’ve used his 
photo several times since then, 
including as the cover of the 
previous edition of the TSIN.  
As a thankyou to Sam for getting 
on board with the Stay Afloat 
initiative, we’ve also sent him a 
$100 voucher. 

Think you can do even better? 
Send your photo to Grace at 
projectofficer@tsic.org.au

Credit: Kurt McBain

WFC2020 CALL FOR 
ABSTRACTS OPENS
Abstract submissions are now invited 
for the World Fisheries Congress 2020 
(WFC2020).

From 11-15 October 2020, leading global 
fisheries experts across industry, research 
and management will converge on Adelaide, 
Australia for one of the largest international 
fisheries conferences, WFC2020.

The Congress is an opportunity for Australia 
and New Zealand to showcase our fisheries 
industries on a global stage, discuss issues 
facing the future of the seafood industry as 
a collective and explore opportunities for 
growth, innovation and change.

Abstracts for the World Fisheries Congress 
2020 are now open. The WFC2020 Steering 
Committee welcomes strong industry 
representation at the Congress and 
encourages industry participants to consider 
this unique opportunity to present their work 
to an international audience. Abstracts can 
be submitted under a list of topics that are 
organised around four key themes:

  Sustainable Fisheries  
(Assessment, Regulation, Enforcement)

  Fish and Aquatic Ecosystems 
(Biodiversity, Conservation, Ecosystem 
Function, Integrated Management)

  Fisheries and Society  
(Contributions to Sustainable 
Development)

  Future of Fish and Fisheries  
(Innovations in Fisheries)

Abstracts must be submitted online and 
follow the Abstract Submission Guidelines.

Abstract submissions close 31 January 2020. 
Registrations to attend will open in February 
2020. For full details visit wfc2020.com.au/
callforabstracts 

wfc2020.com.au

AST BIOTOXIN UNIT 
The Analytical Services Tasmania (AST) Biotoxin Unit (the government’s biotoxin 
lab in New Town) is nearing its two-year anniversary in December. 

In this time, more than 2100 samples, 53,000 individual results and 13,000 SMSs have 
been sent to the Tasmanian shellfish industry, allowing growers to plan their activities 
and provide safe products to market faster. 

The unit has expanded its scope of testing to include all shellfish species, including 
rock lobster, abalone, sea urchin and scallops, enabling the best possible market access 
for other seafood industries in Tasmania. 

One of the primary intentions of having a local service was to facilitate better market 
access by reducing turnaround times. In the near future, the introduction of the 
‘Boundy Method’ will allow even faster turnaround. This method produces ‘final’ results 
from a single test and is particularly important where ‘confirmations’ currently take an 
extra day to perform. 

The final results of the international inter-laboratory trial were recently published 
in the Journal of AOAC International. The unit was very proud of the fact that AST 
was the only Australian participant in the trial and that it provided some major 
improvements that are now acknowledged as part of the official method. 

The graph below shows the AST results (blue dots) plotted against the averaged results 
(dotted line) of all the samples from all the 23 laboratories involved around the world.  
It shows that AST provides  
accurate results in the new  
method, covering a wide range  
of toxicities from a variety of  
shellfish species, especially at  
the regulatory limit of 0.8 mg/kg.

AST will be open to accept  
biotoxin samples every day  
over the Christmas break  
except Christmas Day.  A
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TASMANIAN 
ROCK LOBSTER 
FISHERMEN’S 
ASSOCIATION
JOHN SAMSOM, CEO

TAILS IT IS!
Following the last Seafood Industry News 
TRLFA article ‘Heads or Tails?’ that 
highlighted possible outcomes on east 
coast management, there have been two 
developments. 

Firstly, the Minister has stated that he has a 
long-term sustainability goal for the fishery 
with commitments to the 21% recreational 
- 79% commercial share arrangement until 
at least 2023 and the 20% Biomass Limit 
Reference Point by 2023 on the east coast.

Secondly, IMAS has advised that the East 
Coast Catch Cap needs to be reduced to 
169 tonnes to maintain the intermediate 
stock rebuilding goal of 20% biomass by 
2023. IMAS has stated that “The required 
reduction is due to the recreational over-
catches that have occurred to date, and are 
expected to continue to occur up to, and 
including, 2023.”

The combination of these developments 
has unsurprisingly now led DPIPWE to 
propose a new catch cap limit for both 
the commercial and recreational sector. 
At the last Crustacean Fisheries Advisory 
Committee (CFAC) meeting (5/11/19), 
DPIPWE proposed that the commercial 
catch be reduced by 15 tonnes to 104 tonnes 
and the recreational catch reduced by 5 
tonnes in line with the 79% - 21% share 
arrangement in order to meet the Limit 
Reference Point.

This proposal is of course completely 
unacceptable to the commercial sector,  
and all industry representatives at the  
CFAC meeting rejected the proposal.  
The expectation that the commercial sector, 
which has done everything the Minister has 
asked of it on the east coast, will pay for the 
unconstrained overcatch of the recreational 
sector is by any measure completely unfair 
and inequitable. 

The managers can then put their hand 
on their hearts and claim that they have 
responsibly managed the fishery. The 
simple truth is that the recreational sector 
has not been effectively managed. In the 
meantime, any reduction to the commercial 
catch comes at the expense of fishers, 
their families and the community they live 
in. These fishers are earning a living and 
providing for their families. They are doing 
nothing wrong. For them to be forced out of 
the fishery so more recreational fishers can 
‘enjoy the experience’ is an extremely harsh 
management response and not worthy of this 
government. The human side of fisheries 
management is too often ignored. There will 
be no compensation for these people, and 
they will be the victims of an unfair system. 
It is not surprising that the seafood industry 
suffers from nearly twice the national 
average of mental health problems.

Security of access for commercial fishers 
is a nationwide problem. With the recent 
experience in Western Australia, where the 
state government sought to allocate the rock 
lobster quota itself, and in Victoria where 
commercial fishing is being removed from 
Port Phillip Bay and the Gippsland lakes, the 
message is that commercial access is being 
decided in the political arena and is not 
always based on science, equity or fairness.

Under the Living Marine Resources Act 1995, 
the Minister will consult with all peak bodies 
and advisory committees before making 
a determination on what the East Coast 
Catch Cap figure will be. The TRLFA advice 
will be to maintain the current commercial 
catch level at 119 tonnes or use the current 
undercatch of the commercial fishery over 
the last five years that stands at 14 tonnes 
to mitigate any reduction for the 2020/21 
season.

At the last TRLFA General Meeting 
(23/10/19) the Minister stated that “he is 
managing for long-term sustainability of 
fishery based on best research and best 
evidence…” The best research and evidence 
we have says that the recreational sector 
is exceeding its catch allocation and 
will continue to do so without effective 
management of that sector. How this 
evidence is transferred to a practical and 
fair management response will not only 
depend on how the coin has landed, but how 
much political will there is to achieve a fair 
outcome. 

In the past, no commercial overcatch has 
ever resulted in a DPIPWE recommendation 
to reduce the catch cap. Why now does 
DPIPWE consider it appropriate to propose 
a reduction to the catch cap because of 
recreational overcatch?

The DPIPWE expectation that the 
recreational sector will even further reduce 
their catch by 5 tonnes is somewhat bizarre 
when that sector cannot restrict their current 
catch and IMAS has already predicted that 
they will again overcatch their notional 
limit. With no proposals to introduce any 
management measures to restrict the 
recreational catch, there is obviously a 
fundamental failure in the system. When 
management proposals are put forward by 
the regulator, knowing they are expected to 
fail, the credibility of the regulator is brought 
into question. 

The current system allows for the 
commercial sector to be managed efficiently 
and effectively. However, the recreational 
system is problematic, with unconstrained 
numbers and currently few options available 
to restrict catches. Shortening seasons 
and/or reducing bag limits is unpopular in 
recreational circles and neither option has so 
far been successful in restricting the catch 
effectively. It is hoped that the development 
of the Minister’s recently announced 
‘Recreational Sea Fisheries Strategy’, to be 
established within the next six months, will 
find a way to address the problem without 
the commercial sector being expected to  
foot the bill.

Until the strategy is formulated and put 
into place, the simplistic management 
solution for the recreational overcatch is 
the ‘rob Peter to pay Paul’ scenario. This is 
the preferred DPIPWE proposal where the 
commercial sector ‘takes one for the team’ 
and has its catch reduced to make up for the 
excesses of the recreational sector to keep 
the stock rebuilding strategy on track.  
A bit like creative accounting. 
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OYSTERS 
TASMANIA

WINE AND OYSTERS  
“IN THE HOUSE” 
In late October, the Honourable Minister 
Guy Barnett hosted a combined Oysters 
Tasmania and Wine Tasmania event at 
Parliament House. 

All MPs and MLCs were invited, along with 
some of our broader “oyster family”. It was a 
night of informal tasting and conversations, 
with our Parliamentarians learning about 

INDUSTRY UPDATE
The oyster industry is gearing up for a 
busy Christmas after some growing areas 
reporting a bit of a slow growing winter. 

Oysters are now in great condition, sales are 
already strong and everyone is working hard. 

Oysters Tasmania staff managed to sneak in 
some farm visits just before everyone gets 
too busy, with visits to Bruny and St Helens 
in early November. These visits are all about 
providing value to members through direct 
conversation and an opportunity to provide 
feedback and grower priorities. 

Sue and David chat to Henry Hewish at Cloudy Bay, Bruny Island

The new Oysters Tasmania Independent 
Chair Andrew Gregson with the Premier, 
Will Hodgman

Cassie and Tim represent Melshell Oyster 
Shack and Springvale wines at Dolphin Sands

New installs, repairs and maintenance

Mega testing of all cabling and equipment

Mega testing of generators  

Installation of Earth leakage equipment

Supply of documentation to meet AMSA Survey requirements 

Lic 1161553 0410 572 677

some of the best oysters and wine on offer 
from Tasmanian producers.

There were also some awards...with the 
“Ministers Choice Best Wine in the House” 
won by the Bay of Fires Chardonnay, 
Cameron of Tasmania taking the “Ministers 
Choice for Best Oysters on the night” and an 
additional “Ministers Award for Best Oysters 
in the House” for The Oysters Province, who 
produce the native anagasi oyster. 

It was a fantastic event and a chance for 
Oysters Tasmania members to chat to senior 
Government staff and parliamentarians. We 
look forward to running another Oysters in 
the House next year! A thank you to Barilla 
Bay for the pre-event shucking, growers who 
attended and/or provided their delicious 
produce and a special shout out to Melshell 
Oyster Shack for the best presented stall. 
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Minister Barnett with Ben of Cameron of 
Tasmania, winner of the “Best Oysters in the 
House Minister’s Award”

Josh manning the Estuarine Oysters stall, 
shared with wines from the north of the state. 

SCALLOP FISHERMEN’S 
ASSOCIATION OF 
TASMANIA INC.
BOB LISTER

BASS STRAIT CENTRAL ZONE 
SCALLOP FISHERY
The Bass Strait season is progressing as 
planned with continual good catches of 
quality scallops.

Harvesting is mainly in the areas generally 
east of King Island and fishermen report 
large quantities of scallops in most of the 
known beds which is an encouraging sign 
for the next few years.

Roes are now well developed and meat 
weights vary from around 65 to 80 to 
the kilogram. Shell sizes are also mixed 
averaging from 85mm up to 110mm. 

Scallops harvested to 18 November totalled 
2171 tonnes bearing in mind that input from 
catch disposal records are around one week 
behind the actual catch. The season closes 
on 31 December 2019.

The domestic market softened once the 
excitement of the new season passed and 
indeed harvesting has been restricted at 
times based on the local demand.

There is definitely a push to explore export 
opportunities and several unit holders, 
processors and fishermen have sent 
large sample packs overseas with initial 
encouraging results. This would suggest 
that overseas exports of our high quality 
wild caught scallops will be a very important 
marketing component next season.

We have not detected any biotoxin issues 
from the scallop samples tested this season 
from Bass Strait which is really good news 
reassuring all our enthusiastic consumers 
that our scallops are always safe to eat.

The SFAT has lodged a submission to the 
Senate inquiry on the Impact of Seismic 
on Fisheries and the Marine Environment 
detailing the devastating impacts on 
industry as a result of the 16500 square 
kilometre marine seismic survey conducted 
over eastern Bass Strait in 2010. If anyone 
would like a copy of this submission just let 
me know.

Also, the SFAT Executive has supported 
all proposed changes to the BSCZSF 
Management Plan 2002.

TASMANIAN STATE SCALLOP 
FISHERY
DPIPWE and SFAT have proposed that 
preseason surveys commence in April 
next year to assess the current stocks 
in State waters bearing in mind that 
this fishery has been closed since 2016 
due to a lack of commercially viable 
beds and poor recruitment.

In the meantime, DPIPWE opportunistic 
permits are available on request which 
would enable fishermen to survey likely 
beds bearing in mind that no scallops 
can be retained. 

This may be an opportunity for 
fishermen returning from Bass Strait at 
the season end with gear on board or for 
licensed new entrants.

The SFAT has supported a DPIPWE 
recommendation that the Fisheries 
(Scallop) Rules 2010 be extended from 
the current expiry date of 28 February 
2020 for up to twelve months to enable 
proper consideration of all the issues 
involved. Industry members have 
previously contributed to proposed 
changes and there appears to be general 
agreement.

The draft plan will be released on 20 
November and the required 60-day 
consultation period will close on 31 
January 2020.

SEASON’S GREETINGS
On behalf of the SFAT President 
John Hammond and our Executive 
Committee we wish all fishing industry 
people a very happy Christmas and a 
brilliant New Year. 

May your summer season be full of 
presents and good cheer and we look 
forward to doing it all again in 2020. 

CHRISTMAS WISHES
On behalf of our very busy oyster growers, 
I would like to wish everyone a Merry 
Christmas and encourage you to celebrate 
with a dozen or so of our tasty produce! 
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INSTITUTE FOR MARINE 
& ANTARCTIC STUDIES

TWO POTS KEY TO ESTIMATING 
LOBSTER RECRUITMENT INTO THE 
FISHERY
Fishers participating in an IMAS two-
pots (2POTS) research program are 
contributing important data for estimating 
the biomass of recruits into the Tasmanian 
Rock Lobster Fishery for the next season, 
and ultimately playing a vital role in the 
sustainable management of the fishery. 

To carry out stock assessments and ultimately 
set a total allowable catch (TAC), researchers 
need data describing the size structure of 
the resources. While commercial pots are 
designed with escape gaps to allow undersize 
individuals to escape, this provides an 
incomplete picture. 

In the 2POTS program, voluntary fishers are 
issued permits to carry two extra pots with 
the standard escape gaps closed. They record 
and measure all lobsters captured by these 
two pots and can keep all legal-size lobsters 
caught. 

Along with annual IMAS research trips at 
fixed sites around Tasmania, the 2POTS 
program is designed to collect additional  
data on the whole stock size structure. 

An added benefit is that the data fishers 
collect comes from all around Tasmania and 
over the entire quota year, so researchers can 

better understand and describe the spatial 
and temporal variations of lobster size and 
the biomass of pre-recruits. 

While fisher participation in 2POTS has been 
declining in recent years from 60 vessels 
in 2015 to 30 in the current season, recent 
promotion has seen 38 operators already 
issued with a DPIPWE permit to carry two 
pots in the 2020/21 season. 

Interested in contributing to the 2POTS 
research program next season? Talk to James 
Parkinson at DPIPWE on 6165 3045 or email 
james.parkinson@dpipwe.tas.gov.au.

ECONOMIC CONTRIBUTION OF 
TASMANIAN FISHERIES AND 
AQUACULTURE REVEALED FOR 
FIRST TIME
New IMAS-led research into the economic 
value of Tasmania’s fisheries and 
aquaculture industries has revealed they 
contribute more than $1.5 billion to the 
Australian economy and create more than 
11,600 full-time equivalent (FTE) jobs.

The study found that, in Tasmania, fisheries 
and aquaculture generated $1.15 billion and 
created almost 3000 direct FTE jobs and  
5400 indirect jobs.

Through the Tasmanian seafood industry’s 
expenditure and indirect effects outside the 

2POTS research program – spatial distribution 
of set research pots per fishing block in the 
last fishing season. Blocks with <50 pots (light 
blue) require more sampling effort.

state, once the seafood caught or farmed in 
Tasmania was exported to mainland Australia 
it contributed a further $364 million and 
supported 2844 indirect jobs nationally.

Tasmania’s contribution to the national 
economy is the greatest of any jurisdiction, 
amounting to more than one quarter of the 
total economic contribution in dollar terms as 
well as in jobs created.

The project’s leader, Dr Emily Ogier, said this 
was the first time the economic contribution 
of Tasmania’s seafood industries has been 
reported at the state and national level.

“We’ve always known that Tasmania was a 
major player in fisheries and aquaculture 

T-shirts
E A T  M O R E  S E A F O O D

Buy online for $30
at tsic.org.au
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Know precisely where 
your stock is at all times

Coloured pins indicate exactly  
where your stock is located as well  

as the size and type of batch.

Know what tasks need to 
be completed and when 

A realtime task list makes  
communication across the  
whole farm quick and easy.

Request your free live demo & discover the SmartOysters difference today!

SmartOysters makes your life easier.
Unlock the true potential of your farm.

colin@smartoysters.com | +61 474 479 720 | thisissmartoysters.com

relative to the other states, but we perhaps 
hadn’t quite realised just how big its 
contribution was,” Dr Ogier said. 

“It’s clearly one of the sectors of the 
Tasmanian economy that really punches 
above its weight on the national stage.

“We calculated the gross value added 
(GVA) of fisheries and aquaculture in 
Tasmania, which represents the value of 
all the goods and services they produced 
minus the cost of all inputs and raw 
materials. 

“This kind of data is worth tracking over 
time because it can be used to understand 
the impact of economic or policy changes, 
global influences, or changes in the way 
fishing or aquaculture businesses operate. 

“It’s also important to know that these 
industries, which are accessing a public 
resource, are making a contribution to 
our economy, so it’s an important piece of 
information in the jigsaw puzzle involved in 
managing natural resources,” Dr Ogier said.

The report was funded by the Australian 
Government’s Fisheries Research and 
Development Corporation (FRDC) and 
carried out by BDO EconSearch. 
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DEPARTMENT OF PRIMARY 
INDUSTRIES, PARKS, WATER 
AND ENVIRONMENT

FISHERIES DIGITAL TRANSITION 
PROJECT UPDATE
We are pleased to announce the name 
‘FishPort’ has been chosen for the fisheries 
licensing portal from a list proposed by staff. 

Stage one of FishPort is due for release in 
March 2020. This first stage will support 
some common licence-related transactions for 
Tasmania’s wild-capture, commercial marine 
fisheries. Clients will be able to register to 
use the secure website, view licences and 
packages, and perform a range of activities 
including applying for seasonal quota 
transfer, adding and removing supervisors, 
vessels and other endorsements, the 
notification of the authorisation of abalone 
quota, as well as renewing licences. Payments 
for applications can also be made using credit 
cards through the secure DPIPWE payment 
gateway. Testing of stage one by Licensing 
and Administration Branch staff is now 
underway and will be followed by external 
testing with industry members in early 2020.

Stage two is scheduled for release later in 
2020 and will support a broader range of 
transactions. The third and final planned stage 
cannot be developed and released until the 
current legislative review is completed. 

The Living Marine Resources Management 
Act 1995 is nearly 25 years old, and was 
introduced at a time when the digital tools 
now available could not be foreseen. 

Critical analysis of the legislation is now 
underway to identify how it can support the 
use of existing and emerging technologies, 
and this will allow optimal functionality in 
FishPort (stage three). To assist with this 
complex review process, in October we 
appointed Graduate Policy Officer, Emily 
Morrison, who joins our Senior Policy Officer, 
Marion March, on the team.

Project staff also presented to Year 9 and 10 
students during the southern session of TSIC’s 
Working on Water Program. It was great 

to share some of the marine-related career 
opportunities and pathways available through 
the Division of Water and Marine Resources.

For more information about the project, please 
contact Fisheries Digital Transition Project 
Manager, Daniel Gledhill  
daniel.gledhill@dpipwe.tas.gov.au

CONVICTIONS
MALCOLM BUDD, MANAGER – COMPLIANCE 
AND LICENSING

Recreational Fisher Convicted on 8 
charges: On 12 September 2019 Mr Fan HU 
was convicted in the Hobart Magistrates 
Court of unlawfully taking more than 10 
abalone, taking undersize abalone in the 
southern area, possessing undersize abalone 
in the southern area, failing to immediately 
replace undersize abalone, taking undersize 
female rock lobster, possessing undersize 
female rock lobster, taking undersize male 
rock lobster, and possessing undersize male 
rock lobster.

The charges resulted from Tasmania Police 
Marine & Rescue Service Officers attending 
the shore at Lady Bay, Southport on Saturday 
12 January 2019. Officers found that Mr HU 
had taken 21 abalone, two of which were 
undersized, and placed them in a catch bag. 
Mr HU held a fishing licence (recreational 
abalone), which permitted him to take a 
maximum of 10 abalone from State waters in 
any one day. Mr HU had also taken undersize 
rock lobster.

Mr HU received fines and special penalties 
totalling $4,269 which resulted in Mr HU 
being allocated 26 demerit points. 

Recreational Fisher Convicted on 6 
charges: On 22 August 2019 Mr Qiwei LI was 
convicted in the Hobart Magistrates Court 
of unlawfully take more than 10 abalone, 
unlawfully possess more than 20 abalone, 
taking undersized abalone in the southern 
area, possess undersize abalone in the 

southern area, fail to carry measuring device 
while taking abalone, and fail to immediately 
replace undersize abalone.

The charges resulted from Tasmania Police 
conducting a routine patrol at Sisters Bay 
near Southport on 3 November 2018. Police 
intercepted Mr LI whilst snorkelling near the 
shore. 

Mr LI was carrying a catch bag containing 
30 abalone, 15 of which were measured to be 
undersize. At the time Mr LI was the holder 
of a fishing licence (recreational dive) which 
authorised him to take no more than 10 
abalone in any one day.

Mr LI received fines and special penalties 
totalling $5,250 which resulted in Mr LI 
being allocated 32 demerit points. 

Recreational Fisher Convicted on 8 
charges: On 7 August 2019 Mr Luke BROWN 
was convicted in the Launceston Magistrates 
Court of one charge of failing to complete 
commercial rock lobster catch record.

Mr BROWN was the supervisor of a Fishing 
licence (rock lobster) which authorised the 
use of 35 rock lobster pots. Between May and 
August 2018, Mr BROWN recorded using 
between 36 and 38 pots over 38 daily catch 
entries. When he submitted his records to 
the Department of Primary Industries, Parks, 
Water and Environment, the matter was 
referred to Marine Police as the licence held 
by Mr BROWN allowed a maximum of 35 
pots to be used.

Mr BROWN was interviewed by Police, 
and admitted that he was aware that he was 
permitted to use 35 pots, but that he had not 
possessed, used or set more than 35 pots 
during the relevant period. Mr BROWN 
admitted he had accidentally recorded 3 more 
pots being used in each catch log entry than 
what he had actually used. 

Mr BROWN received a fine of $477 and  
3 demerit points. 

REPORT 
ILLEGAL 
FISHING 
FISH 
WATCH 
0427 655 557
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AUSTRALIAN MARITIME 
SAFETY AUTHORITY
CLAIRE CUNNINGHAM, LIAISON OFFICER

CORRECT STOWAGE OF YOUR LIFE RAFT
AMSA accredited surveyors and Marine Inspectors continue to come across 
vessels where life rafts and their hydrostatic release units are incorrectly 
installed. 

A life raft is required to do two things:

Float free and automatically inflate if the vessel sinks.
  Life raft canisters are buoyant and designed to float when submerged in water, 

but need to be tied down to prevent loss in bad weather. 

  To enable float free, a Hydrostatic Release Unit (HRU) is fitted, which 
automatically releases the tie down strap when the life raft is submerged. At a 
depth of about four metres, pressure of the water against a diaphragm within the 
sealed casing of the HRU causes a spring-loaded knife or chisel to cut through a 
rope and release the life raft.

  The life raft then starts to float to the surface because of its internal buoyancy, 
pulling out the painter which is now only connected by a weak link to the vessel.

  When the painter is pulled all the way to the end, the gas cylinder within the life 
raft is activated, and the life raft inflates.

  At this point the buoyancy force of the inflated life raft is enough to break the 
weak link and the life raft will float to the surface, fully inflated and ready for 
boarding.

Manually release and be thrown overboard.
  In a more controlled abandonment, the strap securing the life raft must be 

capable of being released quickly and easily, e.g. by a senhouse slip or pelican 
hook, and the life raft is physically thrown over the side. The painter is then 
pulled to inflate the life raft.

  This system relies on the painter being made fast to a strong point. Make sure 
you will have a knife to cut the painter to release the life raft from the vessel once 
everyone is on board.

  If the raft is only secured to the vessel by the weak link and is thrown over the 
side, the dynamic shock of being thrown over may break the weak link, instead of 
pulling out the painter, and therefore the whole life raft and painter may be lost.

Please review the securing arrangements for your life raft to ensure that it will actually 
work in an emergency and follow the manufacturer’s instructions for the installation 
of your HRU. 

Explain to your crew how the HRU works and what needs to be done if you are 
undertaking a controlled evacuation. Ensure this is part of the crew training 
arrangements and emergency procedures in your Safety Management System 
and is practised regularly as a drill. Use a good quality HRU that meets the AMSA 
requirements and check that it is in date as part of your planned maintenance 
schedule.

Remember your life raft may be the only means of emergency evacuation on your 
vessel. Make sure it is going to work – your life may depend on it!

IMPROVED AMSA FORMS
AMSA recently introduced two new forms as part 
of our focus on improving the way vessel owners 
and operators interact with AMSA.

AMSA Form 1780 – Change of certificate holder  
for a vessel permit 

This new form allows you to transfer the following 
vessel certificates or approvals to another person  
if the vessel is sold:

  Certificate of Survey and/or Load Line 
Certificate

  Class C Restricted Operations Approval 
(Exemption 40)

  Non-survey Vessel Approval (Exemption 02)

The form must be completed by the new vessel 
owner. However, details of the previous vessel owner 
will also be needed, as well as evidence of the change 
of ownership, such as a bill or contract of sale or a 
statutory declaration. 

The form can also be used to update details if the 
certificate holder has changed their name.

AMSA Form 553 – Apply to renew a certificate  
of operation 

Use this new simplified form to renew a certificate 
of operation if you are not changing your service 
category, type of operation or the vessels listed on 
your certificate of operation. You will need a copy of 
your most recent certificate of operation.

To make any of the above changes, or if you don’t 
have a copy of your certificate of operation, use 
the AMSA 504 – Application for a certificate of 
operation form. 

Correct rigging of an HRU
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SEAFOOD 
AND 
MARITIME 
TRAINING

DEVELOPING TRAINING 
PATHWAYS FOR THE NEXT 
GENERATION OF OYSTER 
FARMERS
SMT, TSIC and Oysters Tas with the 
support of industry partners have 
secured a Tasmanian Government 
GATIR’s grant.

The grant will fund a project that aims to 
break down the barriers for oyster farms 
to taking on Oyster Farm Management 
training in Certificate IV in Aquaculture.  
As part of the project, SMT, TSIC and OT 
staff will be visiting oyster growing areas 
and enterprises to seek feedback on what 
such a training program should include, 
with the aim of developing and rolling out 
the training in the middle of 2020.

2020 COURSES ARE UP ON OUR 
WEBSITE AND READY TO TAKE 
YOUR ENROLMENTS
In 2019, the demand for our training 
continued to grow and we scheduled more 
training than we have ever done. 

To ensure you don’t miss out on the wide 
range of training options in 2020, please jump  
online and book your training in now.

SMT FOCUSED ON THE WATER
With such strong traineeship numbers 
from the salmon and oyster industries, 
SMT staff have been concentrating on 
getting on the water with their trainees. 

This has meant many early starts and getting 
on the water in some challenging conditions 
for SMT staff Matthew Jones, Shane Gillie 
and Mick Hortle. As all three are ex-fish 
farmers, these conditions are not new to 
them and may be seen as a welcome break 
from the office environment. 

Morris being shown the ropes at Tassal’s Sheppards Point site

Huon’s Storm Bay site
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CHARLES DARWIN UNIVERSITY 
(CDU) TRAINER HEADS DOWN 
SOUTH TO SEE HOW IT IS DONE
In November, SMT was very happy to host 
Morris Pizzutto from CDU Aquaculture 
Department while he learned firsthand how 
SMT manages its aquaculture traineeships 
and develops its courses. 

There were many positive outcomes from the 
visits, including the opportunity for SMT and 
CDU to work more closely together in the 
future. 

FAREWELL RB
As Rory heads off for bigger and better things 
in his retirement, the staff who are left behind 
get to have the last word:

Rory has been a kind and generous CEO who 
has always been there for his staff both at  
work and outside of work – Elli

Rory’s presence was always memorable,  
in more ways than one! – Karyn 

Rory was never too busy to stop and have 
a chat or a laugh with students, staff and 
industry members and always made time  
for them (even if it was to share his bad jokes 
and stories) – Michelle

Rory, for the past 10 years you’ve been a 
mentor, a friend and an amazing CEO.  
It’s rare that a business can keep great 
employees for long, and the fact that SMT 

MAIDEN MARINE 
CONSULTANTS PTY LTD
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Huon’s Storm Bay site

continues to build from strength to strength on 
the back of its long-term staff is a testament to 
your guidance and direction. The legacy you 
have left will echo through the walls of SMT for 
years to come, and for that all of the staff here 
are grateful – Matt

He always went to bat for his staff when 
negotiating SMT staff working conditions – 
Kayla 

Rory was always supportive and 
encouraging to all staff and students – Genia 

I was privileged to work with Rory as a 
customer of SMT, then working for him 
throughout his final year. His knowledge of 
the industry, his approach to the opportunities 
of the industry, and his admiration for the 
people who work within it are testament to 
his character and the influence Rory had 
throughout his time. It was a privilege to  
work alongside him, and his guidance will  
be sorely missed – Shane 

After more than 16 years working together, 
I am very proud to say that Rory started as 
my boss but he became my friend. His daily 
advice and guidance will be missed and I look 
forward to catching up with him in the future 
in between his many new-found hobbies – 
James

There were many other things said that we 
can’t repeat, but from all the staff both past 
and present at SMT, we wish Rory all the best 
in his retirement and hope to see him soon. 
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WILD FISHERIES
Tasmanian Abalone Council Ltd
262 Argyle Street, Hobart TAS 7000
President: Joey McKibben 0428 992 300
Chief Executive: Dean Lisson 0419 599 954
Administration Manager: Jillian Freeman
03 6169 2050 
admin@tasabalone.com.au 
Tasmanian Commercial Divers Association
PO Box 878, Sandy Bay TAS 7006
President: Renison Bell
0428 474 822 
Tasmanian Rock Lobster Fishermen’s 
Association
PO Box 109, South Hobart TAS 7004 
President: Clive Perryman
president@trlfa.com
CEO: John Sansom
ceo@trlfa.com
Secretary/Treasurer: Margaret Atkins
secretary@trlfa.com
03 6224 2890 or 0427 477 284
www.tasrocklobster.com 
Tasmanian Scalefish Fishermen’s Association
PO Box 332, Somerset TAS 7322
President: Shane Bevis
03 6247 7634
vessseafood@hotmail.com
Secretary: Michael Nowakowski 
Scallop Fishermen’s Association of Tasmania
286 Windermere Road, Windermere TAS 7252
President: John Hammond 0429 130 238
Secretary/Treasurer: (Mrs) Jill Hammond
03 6328 1478  
Tasmanian Rock Lobster Processors 
Association
President: Michael Blake 0438 627 900
michael@salco.co
Secretary: Ken Smith 0419 852 252
smithk@garthfish.com.au

AQUACULTURE
Oysters Tasmania
PO Box 878 Sandy Bay TAS 7006
Chairman: Andrew Gregson
chair@oysterstasmania.org
EO: Sue Grau 0458 601 057
sue@oysterstasmania.org 
Tasmanian Salmon Growers Association
83 Salamanca Place, Battery Point TAS 7004
Chairman: Chris Dockray
03 6240 4828
contact@tsga.com.au 
www.tsga.com.au 
Tasmanian Abalone Growers Association
PO Box 216 Beaconsfield TAS 7270
Chairman: Nicholas Savva
03 6383 4115 
admin@abtas.com.au 

DPIPWE Marine Resources
Scallops, Giant Crab, or Rock Lobster Inquiries
James Parkinson 03 6165 3045
Hilary Revill 03 6165 3036 
Abalone or Marine Plant Inquiries
Matt Bradshaw 03 6165 3033 
Commercial Dive or Inshore Clams Inquiries
Greg Ryan 03 6165 3028
Scalefish or Octopus Inquiries
Frances Seaborn 03 6165 3044
Recreational Fishing Inquiries
Rod Pearn 03 6165 3034
Licensing and Fisheries Monitoring Inquiries
03 6165 3000
Marine Farming Policy & Planning
John Adams 03 6165 3121
Marine Farming Manager
Graham Woods 03 6165 3124
Special Permits
Grant Pullen 03 6165 3032
Marine Farming Compliance & Data Management
Eric Brain 03 6165 3120

GOVERNMENT
Australian Fisheries Management Authority 
(AFMA)  
www.afma.gov.au

Australian Maritime Safety Authority 
www.amsa.gov.au

The Bureau of Meteorology 
www.bom.gov.au/marine

CSIRO – Marine and Atmospheric Research 
www.cmar.csiro.au

Dept of Agriculture Fisheries (DAF) 
www.daf.qld.gov.au

Dept of Environment and Water Resources 
(DAWR) 
www.environment.gov.au

Fisheries Research and Development Corporation 
(FRDC) 
www.frdc.com.au

Food Standards Australia New Zealand (FSANZ) 
www.foodstandards.gov.au

Seafood Training Tasmania (STT) 
www.seafoodtrainingtas.com.au

STATE
Department of Primary Industries, Parks,  
Water and Environment 
www.dpipwe.tas.gov.au  
www.fishing.tas.gov.au

Institute of Marine and Antarctic Studies (IMAS) 
www.imas.utas.edu.au

Marine and Safety Tasmania 
www.mast.tas.gov.au

Natural Resource Management South 
www.nrmsouth.org.au

DIRECTORY

TASMANIAN SEAFOOD INDUSTRY 
COUNCIL (TSIC)
Tasmanian Seafood Industry Council
ABN 61 009 555 604 
PO Box 878, Sandy Bay TAS 7006
117 Sandy Bay Road, Sandy Bay TAS 7005
Chief Executive: Julian Harrington 0407 242 933
03 6224 2332
tsic@tsic.org.au
facebook.com/TasSeafoodIndustry 
tsic.org.au

TSIC DIRECTORS 
Lindsay Newman / President 0418 368 708 
Bryan Denny / Vice President 0417 502 195 
Rodney Herweynen  0418 130 193 
Tim Hess  0418 140 630 
Chris Parker  0428 430 863 
Paul Richardson  0427 377 803 
Rod Shelley

TASMANIAN SEAFOOD  
INDUSTRY NEWS 
VOLUME 21 DEC/JAN 2019-2020
Cover Image  
Pacific Oysters 
Credit: Eloise Emmett

Advertising deadline for next issue 
Monday 20 January 
Advertising bookings: 03 6224 2332

Design & Print Management  
Gloo Advertising 
glooadvertising.com.au 

PROUDLY PRINTED IN TASMANIA 

Tasmanian Seafood Industry News is distributed free 
to the Tasmanian Seafood Industry. Editorial content is 
sourced from diverse interest groups within the industry 
who have provided material for contribution.

The editor intends to present contributions in a fair 
manner in order to promote constructive debate in 
relation to issues important to the Tasmanian Seafood 
Industry. The editor only therefore accepts responsibility 
for editorial content over which he has had direct control. 
Contributions that are printed in full shall not be the 
responsibility of the editor.

Any advertisement submitted for publication is done so 
on the basis that the advertiser or advertising agencies 
upon lodging material with the publisher for publication 
has complied with all relevant laws and regulations and 
therefore indemnifies the publisher its servants and 
agents in relation to defamation, slander of title, breach 
of copyright, infringement of trademarks or names of 
publication titles, unfair competition to trade practices, 
royalties or violation of rights or privacy and warrants 
that the advertisement in no way whatsoever is capable 
or being misleading or deceptive or otherwise in breach 
or part V of the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cwth) (as 
amended from time to time).
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There’s a good 
reason over 85% 

of Tasmanian 
marine 

businesses use 
Kedge. Expert 

help on all survey 
related matters. 

 AMSA and MNZ 
Accredited for 
commercial vessel 
surveys

 Insurance inspections 
for commercial vessels

 Naval architecture and 
new builds

www.kedge.com.au

 

03 6292 5782

 

service@kedge.com.au

 

“Your safety

 
is our

 
business”

Sale and Purchase Brokers for boats 
and fishing licences
Valuers & Marine Consultants
Fishing Licence Managers

SERVING TASMANIAN FISHERMEN SINCE 1976

All inquiries to Richard Oakley 0419 329 631 richard@oakleyshipping.com 

www.oakleyshipping.com

FOR SALE • New 12m steel lobster boat

 • 15m steel lobster boat with option to lease Tas.lobster lic.

 • 13.6m motorised / crane barge

 • New constructions to your design (steel, alloy and fibreglass)

WANTED • Tas.lobster lic. to purchase or lease 

Call Margaret Atkins
Confidentiality assured

CONSULTANT/BROKER 
FOR STATE AND 
COMMONWEALTH 
COMMERCIAL FISHING 
LICENCES

BUYING, SELLING AND  
LEASING ALL LICENCE 
TYPES AND VESSELS

PO Box 109 
South Hobart TAS 7004
Phone (03) 6224 8299
Fax (03) 6224 0900
Mobile 0419 375 578
Email mat97870@bigpond.net.au

SEAFOOD JOBS

Need a place to
advertise / find / apply for jobs

in the seafood sector?

Now you can. Best part,
it is completely free...

seafoodjobs.org

FOLLOW
YOUR
PASSION

TASMANIA



If only commercial fishing 
was always this low-risk.
One day you may need the protection of your insurance company. 

We provide immediate, expert advice and assistance, followed 

by prompt attention to your claim.

Sunderland Marine Insurance Company Limited (Est. 1882)
19 Agnes Street, Jolimont, East Melbourne VIC 3002
Phone (03) 9650 6288

1800 855 090

Shane Parsons 0411 887 522 
Toll Free 1800 855 090 Phone (07) 3289 6689

PO Box 797 Samford QLD 4520


